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Abstract. Cache optimization becomes increasingly important for achieving high
computing performance, especially on current and future chip-multiprocessor
(CMP) systems, which usually show a rather higher cache miss ratio than uni-
processors. For such optimization, information about the access locality is needed
in order to help the user in the tasks of data allocation, data transformation, and
code transformation which are often used to enhance the utilization of cached
data towards a better cache hit rate.

In this paper we demonstrate an analysis tool capable of detecting the spatial
and temporal relationship between memory accesses and providing information,
such as access pattern and access stride, which is required for applying some
optimization techniques like address grouping, software prefetching, and code
transformation. Based on the memory access trace generated by a code instru-
mentor, the analysis tool uses appropriate algorithms to detect repeated address
sequences and the constant distance between accesses to the different elements
of a data structure. This allows the users to pack data with spatial locality in the
same cache block so that needed data can be loaded into the cache at the same
time. In addition, the analysis tool computes the push back distance which shows
how a cache miss can be avoided by reusing the data before replacement. This
helps to reduce cache misses increasing therefore the temporal reusability of the
working set.

1 Introduction

Due to the widen gap between memory and CPU speed caches were introduced into
the computer systems for buffering reused data and for providing a low access la-
tency that matches the processor speed. However, many applications still suffer from
excessive data accesses in the main memory. This problem is more challenged on cur-
rent and future chip-multiprocessor systems, since these machines show a higher cache
miss ratio, which can be up to four folds of that on uni-processor systems, according to
some research reports [7]. As a consequence, optimization with respect to cache locality
has been regarded as a critical issue in raising the overall performance of modern pro-
cessors.

Currently, this kind of optimization is primarily based on two approaches: compiler-
level automatic optimization and user-level manual optimization. For the former, the
optimization is performed during the compiling time through code transformation
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[10, 8, 9], array padding [1, 14], or both of them [4], while for the later optimization
is done directly within the source code via manually rewriting the program code using
the same techniques [5, 12]. In contrast to the compiler approach, the user-level op-
timization is more common due to its straight-forward manner. However, for both of
them detailed information about the access pattern of applications is needed.

This information can be achieved using profiling tools, performance counters, sim-
ulation systems, or heuristic analysis models; however, we proposed and developed an
analysis tool which performs the data analysis directly on memory accesses performed
at the runtime during the execution of an application. Hence, this kind of analysis is
more accurate and allows the acquisition of some information that can not be obtained
using other approaches.

The memory accesses for this tool are provided by a code instrumentor, which inserts
additional instructions in the assembly codes. This results in the generation of a memory
trace containing all memory references, each of them shows the access address, access
type, location in the source file, and the ID of the process issuing this access. Based
on this trace, the analysis tool applies appropriate algorithms to detect the regularity
among the references and give hits about optimization possibilities.

Overall, our tool makes the following contributions:

– Detecting access group, a group of neighboring accesses with different target ad-
dress and occurring repeatedly. This helps to allocate these accesses in the way that
they are held in the same cache block with a runtime effect of the access to the first
data causing the load of other data into cache.

– Detecting access stride, a constant distance between accesses to elements of a data
array. This gives the knowledge about which data will be required for further com-
puting and directs the user or the system to prefetch data which is really needed.
This also helps programmers to allocate data structures in the manner of presenting
the spatial locality.

– Computing cache parameters, including reuse distance, set reuse distance, cache
hit/miss, and push back distance. This shows whether an access is a cache hit or a
cache miss and in case of misses a push back distance indicates how many steps an
access must be pushed back in order to change the miss to a cache hit. This directs
the users to use code transformation to enable an earlier issuing of an access before
the data is evicted from the cache due to conflicts.

– Mapping between virtual address and data structures in source codes. The anal-
ysis tool is capable of providing all information described above in both virtual
addresses and data structures. This enables the users to directly locate the opti-
mization object in the source code.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the algorithms
for detecting access patterns. This is followed by a detailed description of the func-
tionality of this analysis tool, especially the implementation details, in Section 3.
Section 4 shows some verification results based on applications from standard bench-
mark suites. The paper concludes in Section 5 with a short summary and some future
directions.
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2 Algorithms for Pattern Analysis

The main goal of our analysis tool is to provide information needed for applying cache
optimization techniques like grouping and software prefetching. For this, we provide
both address group and access stride, which is defined as:

Address Group. A repeated sequence of memory accesses with different target ad-
dresses and/or of position holders, where a position holder represents any address. The
following is a simple example:

Assuming a memory access trace containing references with target address
100 200 300 400 ... 100 200 301 400 ... 100 200 302 400 ... 100 200 303 400 ...
Then two Address Groups exist (“-” is the position holder)
< 100, 200 >
< 100, 200, −, 400 >

Stride. A constant distance among neighboring accesses to different elements of a data
array. A Stride is presented using the form < start, distance, length >, where start is
the address of the first access, distance is the access stride, and length is the number of
accesses with this stride. An example:

Assuming a memory access trace containing the following references
402 102 200 300 900 400 104 899 106 108 898 200 500 897 110
Then three Strides exist
< 102, 2, 5 > (102, , , , , 104, , 106, 108, , , , , 110)
< 200, 100, 4 > (200, 300, , 400, , , , , , , 500)
< 900, −1, 4 > (900, , , 899, , , 898, , , 897)

2.1 Detecting Address Groups

The work of detecting Address Groups is similar to the work of searching for repeated
pattern from a DNA, RNA, or protein sequence in Bioinformatics. Because this is a
hot research area, several algorithms have been proposed for efficient pattern discovery.
Well-known examples are Sequence Alignment [3], Suffix-Tree [2], and Teiresias [13].
The Sequence Alignment algorithm is usually used to order two or more sequences to
detect the maximal identity and similarity, while Suffix-Tree detects patterns and their
positions from a sequence through building a tree with a single branch for each suffix
of the sequence. However, due to the high requirement on memory space and overhead,
neither of them is appropriate for detecting Address Groups from a large access trace.

Teiresias is another algorithm for pattern recognition. It first finds small patterns and
then reconstructs them into larger ones. For small patterns two parameters are needed to
specify both the maximal length of the pattern (L) and the number of letters (N), written
in form < L, N >. The difference between L and N specifies the number of position
holders. For example, the following are patterns with L=5 and N=3:

ABC
A-B-C
A–BC
For pattern discovery, the algorithm first performs a scan/extension phase for gen-

erating all small patterns of < L, N >. This is achieved by first building patterns of
length 1 (one letter with a minimal number of occurrence) and then extending them to
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patterns of length L with maximal N position holders starting and ending with a letter,
i.e. no position holder at the first and the last position of a pattern.

For each detected pattern the Prefixes and Suffixes are then computed. A Prefix is a
prefix of a pattern having to be ended with a letter. For instance, the possible Prefixes
of the three patterns above are: AB, A-B, and A–B, where each Prefix must contain at
least two letters and the last position must be a letter. Similarly, a Suffix is defined as a
suffix of a pattern with a letter at the starting position. For example, the Suffixes of the
three patterns are BC, B-C, and BC.

In the following, the algorithm performs a convolution phase to those pairs of de-
tected small patterns with the feature of the Prefix of one pattern and the Suffix of the
other being the same. Such pairs are combined to larger patterns. For example, from
pattern DF-A-T and A-TSE pattern DF-A-TSE is generated. In addition, the convo-
lution phase is also responsible for finding other patterns, like those overlapped. The
following is an example:

pattern 1: abcdf
pattern 2: abcef
overlapped pattern: abc-f
In contrast with Sequence Alignment and Suffix-Tree, Teiresias has lower memory

requirement. According to some researchers, Teiresia has also a good runtime behavior.
Hence, we deploy this algorithm to detect Address Groups.

2.2 Detecting Strides

For detecting Strides we deploy an algorithm similar to that described in [6]. As shown
in Figure 1, the algorithm uses a search window to record the difference between two
references. The head line demonstrates the access addresses in a sample access trace,
while the differences are presented in the columns corresponding to each address, with
the first difference (to the previous access) in line 1, the second difference (to the second
previous) in line 2, and so on. The number -297 in line 4 of the last column, for example,
shows the difference between address 103 and 400.
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         301   623   −101   −821    481     398     −778

                            200    −198    380    −423    −297

Access trace: 200  300   501   923   400    102      881     500       103  ......

                                                   681    200     −398
                                                             300     −197

                                                                             −97

                                        −98     581     −1      −820

         201   422   −523  −298     779    −381     −397100

                  723             −399    −42                    1100 100

Fig. 1. Algorithm for detecting Strides

To discover a Stride, pairs with the same difference value are searched within the
window. An example is difference 100 which is highlighted in the figure. The first
position lies in line 1 of address 300 (difference between 300 and its direct left neighbor
200) and the second position is line 3 of address 400 (difference between 400 and its
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3rd left neighbor 300). Then a stride < 200, 100, 3 > can be concluded that describes
an access stride beginning with address 200, of length 100, and repeating for three
accesses. In the following a further difference 100 in line 3 of address 500 is observed.
While this is the difference to address 400, the last address in the detected Stride, the
Stride can be extended to < 200, 100, 4 >.

3 Implementation

For developing this analysis tool, we first need a memory trace that records all refer-
ences performed at the runtime. We rely on a code instrumentor to generate the trace.
This is followed by the implementation of the chosen algorithms for both Address
Groups and Strides. In the next step we implement algorithms to determine whether
an access is a hit or a miss and to give hints about how to transform a cache miss to a
cache hit.

Memory Trace. The memory trace is generated by a code instrumentor, called Doctor.
Doctor is originally developed as a part of Augmint [11], a multiprocessor simulation
toolkit for Intel x86 architectures, and is used to augment assembly codes with instru-
mentation instructions that generate memory access events. For every memory refer-
ence, Doctor inserts code to pass its address, pid, and type to the simulation subsystem
of Augmint. For this work, we slightly modified Doctor allowing to generate a trace file
which stores all memory accesses performed by the application at runtime.

Teiresias and the Algorithm for Strides. The implementation of Teiresias follows
actually the description of this algorithm in Section 2. First in the scan/extension phase
small Address Groups < L, N > are detected. The number of addresses and the length
of an Address Group can be specified through command line parameters. Due to the
large size of the memory trace, we slightly modified the functionality of this phase
in order to reduce the execution time. In addition, we use a parameter K to specify
the minimal occurrence of an address sequence and this reduces the number of small
groups and thereby the time for generating larger groups in the convolution phase. As
mentioned in Section 2, small patterns are combined in this phase and additionally
overlapped patterns are detected and generated.

The implementation of the algorithm for Strides also follows the description in Sec-
tion 2. First the search window is initialized and then for each reference the differences
to all former accesses are calculated and stored in the window. It is clear that the size of
the window is restricted and in case that the window is full the differences related to fur-
ther accesses cover the columns in the window from left to right. Strides are generated
and extended during the building and update of the search window.

Cache Parameters. In order to know if an access is a cache hit or a cache miss, our
analysis tool models the architecture of the specified cache. The configuration infor-
mation, such as cache size, block size, and the associativity, is delivered to the tool
via command line parameters. According to the cache organization, reuse distance and
set reuse distance are computed, where the former is the number of different addresses
between two accesses to the observed address and the latter has the same meaning
but considers only addresses lying in the same set. Using both cache parameters it is
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possible to determine whether an access lands in cache or not. It is also possible to
compute the Push Back Distance, which shows how many steps a miss access must be
shifted in order to achieve a hit. Due to the high overhead, we do not compute the Push
Back Distance for all variables in the program. Rather only user-specified variables are
handled. For hit/miss estimation, however, all variables are covered in order to allow a
combined analysis of the access behavior and the detection of optimization strategies.

Output. At the end of the analysis, our tool provides for each process three XML files,
one for Address Groups, one for Strides, and the other for Cache Parameters. Each
record in the Address Group file shows the addresses in the group and number of occur-
rence of this group. The Stride file gives all detected regular access stride together with
the start address and the number of elements that hold this stride. In the Parameter file,
the hit/miss and Push Back Distance, together with access address, variable, and source
information, are demonstrated.

4 Verification with Standard Applications

We use several shared memory applications from the SPLASH-II benchmark suite [15]
and a few small easy-to-understand codes to test this analysis tool for examining its
feasibility in detecting access patterns and optimization possibilities.

Address Group. We first use the SPLASH-II applications to examine the ability of
the tool for detecting frequently occurring Address Groups. Table 1 depicts the results
with FFT (Fast Fourier Transformation), Barnes-Hut (solution of n-body problem), and
Radix (integer radix sort).

Table 1. Results of Address Group detection with SPLASH-II applications

Parameters Number of patterns
L W K process 1 process 2

FFT 3 5 500 46 31
5 8 500 30 18
5 15 5000 4 4

Barnes- 3 5 500 111 587
Hut 5 8 500 60 366

5 15 5000 3 3
Radix 3 5 500 1492 1484

5 15 5000 1255 48
5 15 10000 21 22

It can be observed, and it is also clear, that for each application less Address Groups
are detected with the increase of the number of addresses in the group (L), the group
length (W), and the number of minimal occurrence (K). However, some applications
still show a good behavior with large groups. For example, Radix holds more than 20
Address Groups of length 15 that repeat more than 10000 times. This indicates how
well a program can be optimized with the grouping strategy. Applications, which hold
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many smaller Address Groups, would benefit from caches with small cache blocks,
while applications with many longer Address Groups benefit more from caches of large
blocks.

It is also interested to see that some applications show an identical behavior among
processes. For Barnes-Hut, for example, we have examined the corresponding Address
Group of the same ID in the detected Groups of all processes and found that they map
to each other and have the same structure: position holders at the same position and
the same frequency of occurrence. We also detected that these mapping Groups target
the same code region. This means that for these applications address grouping can be
generally done without special handling for each process.

Access Stride. For verifying the profit capable of being achieved by the information
about access strides we use a small code containing mainly the following loop:

for(n1 = 0; n1 < DIM ; n1 + +)
for(n2 = 0; n2 < DIM ; n2 + +)

arr[n2 ∗ DIM + n1] = 1;
The result of analysis shows that all accesses to the array introduce a cache miss. In

the XML file for detected Strides we found a set of records like:
............
< stride − id = 18 start = 536883260 step = 128 length = 32 >
< stride − id = 18 start = 536883188 step = 128 length = 32 >
............
We conclude that the misses are caused by the large stride between accesses to dif-

ferent elements of the array. With this stride the elements, which are loaded into cache
together with the required element, can not be used before the cache block is evicted
from cache due to conflict. With this observation we exchange the loops of n1 and n2
and this time only one Stride is reported:

< stride − id = 18 start = 536883140 step = 4 length = 1024 >
The result shows significantly less cache misses with one miss every eight accesses.

This is caused by the improvement in spatial locality, where data close to the accessed
one is required in the next step of computing.

In summary, the experimental results demonstrate that our analysis tool can provide
information which is needed and even necessary for conducting optimizations with re-
spect to cache locality.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we introduce an analysis tool capable of providing information, like se-
quence of repeated access addresses and stride between accesses to elements of a data
structure. It also exhibits the hit/miss behavior of each access and gives hints about how
to transform a cache miss to a cache hit.

Currently we are developing a programming environment that both visualizes the
information provided by the analysis tool and establishes a platform for analyzing, opti-
mizing, compiling, and executing the applications. This environment also shows the in-
fluence of any optimization with the program codes. After this work we will starts with
the optimization process first using benchmark applications and then realistic codes.
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